Cold Rinse & Filter Taps

Newform compact Filter and Cold Rinse taps are a really useful addition to the kitchen. They are reduced in scale to the normal kitchen taps and should be fitted as a secondary tap in the kitchen.

The Filter taps operate by passing the mains cold water through a 5-micron activated carbon filter resulting in substantially improved water taste. As water passes through the filtration system it re-polarises and when used in household appliances such as kettles and irons can help reduce lime scale build up. The Filter taps are extremely easy to fit and come supplied with all necessary connections to the water supply. The filter should be replaced approximately every 6 months for a family of five. Capacity 5600 litres/1500 gallons.

Cold Rinse taps are ideally used as a secondary tap in the kitchen for food preparation or simply filling the kettle.

**Clearwater Ref. POS**
April Pull-out Cold Rinse
Chrome £79
Brushed Steel £89

Min. 0.5 bar pressure required
Max. 2.0 bar
Pull-out hose length 900mm
Mounting hole size Ø 28mm
A pressure reducing valve is recommended in high water pressure conditions.

**Clearwater Ref. AT1107**
Axell Pull-out Cold Rinse
Stainless Steel £99

Min. 0.5 bar pressure required
Max. 2.0 bar
Pull-out hose length 900mm
Mounting hole size Ø 28mm
A pressure reducing valve is recommended in high water pressure conditions.

**Newform Ref. 8060**
Mini Moon Cold Rinse
Chrome £159
Brushed Steel £196

**Newform Ref. 8060F**
Mini Moon Cold Filter
Chrome £247
Brushed Steel £286

Min. 1.0 bar pressure required
Mounting hole size Ø 35mm

**Newform Ref. 2260**
Mini X Cold Rinse
Chrome £127
Brushed Steel £158

**Newform Ref. 2260F**
Mini X Cold Filter
Chrome £220
Brushed Steel £254

Min. 1.0 bar pressure required
Mounting hole size Ø 35mm
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Newform Ref. 2445
X-Trend Pull-out Cold Rinse
Chrome £275
Brushed Steel £318
Min. 1.0 bar pressure required
Pull-out hose length 900mm
Mounting hole size Ø 35mm

Newform Ref. 64280
Ycon Cold Rinse
Chrome £149
Brushed Steel £198
Newform Ref. 64280F
Ycon Cold Filter
Chrome £241
Brushed Steel £291
Min. 1.0 bar pressure required
Mounting hole size Ø 35mm

Gessi Ref. 0935
Quadria Cold Rinse
Chrome £275
Brushed Steel £359
Gessi Ref. 0935F
Quadria Cold Filter
Chrome £361
Brushed Steel £443
Min. 1.0 bar pressure required
Mounting hole size Ø 35mm

Quadria 0935 shown with Rettangolo see page 176
A twist of the Swich will transform your kitchen tap, new or old, into a filtered water tap delivering a constant supply of crystal clear filtered water for all the family to enjoy.

For the first time, you are not restricted in the style of tap you can have in your kitchen. The addition of the Swich water filter diverter will allow you to simply and quickly convert any manufacturer’s kitchen tap to supply filtered water, improving the overall taste, appearance and quality of your drinking water without the need to compromise on style.

The Swich is designed to be installed in the maximum number of positions on your sink and worktops. It can be fitted in the blanking plug hole on your sink, or in a variety of positions within the vicinity of your kitchen tap or sink.

Filter Facts

The Switch and the Filter Taps shown on these pages use the same filtering principles; standard tap water passing over the 5-micron activated carbon filter reduces chlorine levels and removes sediment, dirt, dissolved metals and rust resulting in a substantially improved water taste.

As water passes through the filtration system it re-polarises and when used in household appliances such as kettles and irons can help reduce limescale build up.

Aquifier filters are extremely simple to install and replace with a service interval of up to 6 months for a family of five. Capacity 5600 litres / 1500 gallons.

Circular Swich
Ref. AT1162 Chrome £149
Ref. AT1163 Brushed Steel £149
Ref. AT1164 Antique Bronze £149

Square Swich
Ref. AT1165 Chrome £149
Ref. AT1166 Brushed Steel £149

Ref. AT2002
Replacement Filter for Taps and Swich £34
Arnon

The stainless steel Arnon filter tap provides a three-way supply of hot, cold and filtered water from the one single lever, proving that style and ingenuity work beautifully together.

Ref. AT2108 Stainless Steel £369
Min. 0.5 bar pressure required

Atlas

Atlas Aquifier combines modern contemporary styling with engineering excellence, filtered water dispensed by simply pushing the cold handle in reverse.

Ref. AT2003 Chrome £319
Ref. AT2004 Brushed Steel £339

Min. 0.3 bar pressure required

Filter Taps

Abode Aquifier filter taps dramatically improve the taste, smell and appearance of water offering a clean source of unlimited spring fresh water for you and your family. With unique internal valve operation our Aquifier taps offer water filtration with no need for extra levers or a separate tap.

Gosford

Modern styling meets traditional design with the Gosford filter tap that delivers hot, cold and filtered water from this dual handle monobloc.

Ref. AT2005 Chrome £309
Ref. AT2006 Brushed Nickel £329
Ref. AT2007 English Gold £329
Ref. AT2008 Antique Bronze £329

Min. 0.3 bar pressure required

Finishes

Chrome Brushed Nickel English Gold Antique Bronze Stainless Steel
See the difference between unfiltered and filtered water leaving tea tasting so much better.

Ref. 4B8001
Solo Nebula BRITA filter tap
Chrome £199

BRITA filtered water supply only
Can be installed left or right handed operation
Minimum 1.5 bar pressure required
Mounting hole size Ø 35mm

Ref. 4B8002
3 Way Rosedale BRITA filter tap
Chrome £349

Hot, Cold and separate BRITA filtered water supply only
Minimum 1.5 bar pressure required
Mounting hole size Ø 35mm

Ref. 4B8003
3 Way Titanium BRITA filter tap
Chrome £349

Ref. 4B8004
Brushed Steel £399

3 Way Titanium BRITA filter tap
Ref. 4B8003 Chrome £349
Ref. 4B8004 Brushed Steel £399

Hot, Cold and separate BRITA filtered water supply only
Minimum 1.5 bar pressure required
Mounting hole size Ø 35mm
The BRITA filter can be installed horizontally or vertically.

Great tasting water, compare the price against bottled water.

Three-way quarter turn technology.

Now you can enjoy the great taste of BRITA filtered water straight from the tap. Thanks to the unique BRITA cartridge fitted under the sink, the new range of BRITA / Pegler water filter taps can give you an unlimited supply of great tasting water, instantly reducing hardness, chlorine and impurities.

Each cartridge delivers 500 litres of filtered water at a fraction of the cost of bottled water - with a big saving on plastic, too.

All Brita/Pegler filter taps feature a handy traffic light system on the taps that tells you when to change the cartridge. And changing couldn’t be easier, taking just seconds to unscrew the old cartridge and replace it with a new one.

Cartridge life: 500 litres.

Replacement cartridges are supplied direct from Brita Approximate cost £35 each.
Hot Water Taps

Once you have one, you’ll wonder how you ever did without it. No kettles, no leads, no clutter, no fuss... Just 98° C of steaming hot and cold filtered water at the flick of a lever. With their elegantly sleek lines, InsinkErator models don’t just bring style to the kitchen; they bring a level of convenience that fits today’s busy lifestyles.

The GN1100 model produces hot filtered water, while the HC1100 offers both hot and cold filtered water from the same tap. Both feature an unobtrusive filter system under the sink that reduces chlorine, lead, turbidity and other unpleasant tastes and odours.

They only heat the water you use, making the household more energy efficient. The HC1100 tap with the added cold filtered water feature provides a cost effective alternative to buying bottled water.

Specifications

Capacity: Dispenses 100 cups of hot water per hour
Thermostat: Adjustable from 88°C to 98°C (factory preset 96°C)
Hot valve: Instant self-closing
Cold valve: Manual return
Hole diameter: HC1100 35mm-38mm
GN1100 32mm-38mm
Required supply pressure: 1.7 to 8.6 bar
Filter flow rate: 2.84 ltr per min.
Filter life: 454 litres (120 gallons)

Ref. GN-1100
Hot filtered water tap
Chrome £469
Brushed Steel £636

Ref. HC-1100
Hot & Cold filtered water tap
Chrome £527
Brushed Steel £733

Ref. F-701R
Replacement filter packs containing 2 filters £105
Tap Accessories

Speedfit Tap Tails

No plumbing skills required to fit your tap by using our Speedfit tap connectors. Simply screw the threaded end into your tap and slide the other end on to your copper pipe - job done! There are two diameter sizes so any tap can benefit from these 'no stress' fittings.

Ref. AT1167
10mm x 15mm Pushfit
PVC Tap Tails - Length 600mm
£19 pair (Red/Blue)

Ref. AT1168
12mm x 15mm Pushfit
PVC Tap Tails - Length 600mm
£19 pair (Red/Blue)

Speedfit Connectors

A selection of speedfit connectors that will provide a fast and secure way of connecting your tap tails to your plumbing. To make a connection the tube is simply pushed in by hand to form a perfect waterproof seal.

Ref. PEM0415W
15mm x 15mm Pushfit Straight Connector
£6 pair

Ref. PM011514E
15mm Pushfit x 1/2” BSP male
(12mm length thread) Straight Connector
£9 pair

Ref. PEMSTC1514
15mm Pushfit x 1/2” 0BSP female
(12mm length thread) Straight Connector
£9 pair

Tap Support Bracket

A clever bracket that takes the strain off the sink and reduces flexing with stainless steel.

Ref. AX1011
£9